ACROSS
1, 13 Air likely to get the frigid 12 23 across to 21? (4,4,4,2,6)
9 Dishonest, a bit like Jack? (7)
10 Gaelic party no good for Lawrence, likely to get plastered (7)
11 I'm buried in part of church green (5)
12 Spin doctor needs it for the boss (9)
13 See 1
15 Narrowly defeated Democrat in nick, having been caught! (5,3)
18 Cherish sinner he converted (8)
19 Was shot, captured by familiar killer (6)
21 Lose the plot, as Beowulf gets complicated (4,1,4)
23 Vote in some revolting bankrupt celebrity (5)
25 Warped, sick Australian newspaperman (7)
26 Legendary climber unable to break the glass 10? (7)
27 Delaying tactics ordered by JFK? (7,7)

DOWN
1 North American territory that welcomes Britain (5)
2 UN article given Finnish backing without dissent (9)
3 Ready to support Trump's leadership? Rubbish! (5)
4 A state of despair for Crosby, having lost his partner (2,4)
5 This house could require a Mexican wall! (8)
6 Decibel reading of jam session featuring One Direction (9)
7 1,000 fish in organic compound (5)
8 Distressed about not being allowed out to eat Italian (8)
13 Criticism voiced in guitarist's technique (8)
14 Carefully chosen Demerara rum to entertain the King (9)
16 Working time involving state, typically speaking (2,7)
17 To unwind, going topless, sunburn covers Demi's upper half (8)
20 Swing a part in Rising Damp? Oh, Deborah! (3-3)
22 Architectural moulding for stocky cube having capacity to replace x (5)
23 Leaders of European Commission lukewarm about Trump's swagger (5)
24 Fitting attempt to sneak an advantage? (3-2)

Solution 15,449
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